Jade’s H.A.R.P.
A multi-agency reflective learning tool kit
for ensuring the right response for parents is
engaged when a sudden and unexpected
death occurs in infancy and childhood.
In Memory of Jade Louise Scarrott

Jade’s H.A.R.P.
A multi-agency tool kit for ensuring the right response
for parents is engaged when a sudden and unexpected
death occurs in infancy and childhood

What is Jades H.A.R.P.?
Jade’s H.A.R.P. is the product of one parents experience of child death within the Coventry, Warwickshire
and Solihull region. This toolkit is the learning that came from how to manage child death in the face of a
families tragic loss. The toolkit is a legacy to remind multi-agency services that there is only one opportunity
to get it right when supporting parents through a child death.

The Basis of Jades H.A.R.P.?
H
A

HISTORY
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Family and child history is the first element in a child death. It is better
to clarify family history than it is to assume. Knowing the history of a
family can dramatically change the way you interact and support them.
The family is in a state of shock and may not always retain information
or know how best to proceed. Check that the family knows what support
is available and what will happen next. Acknowledge their concerns
and provide support or raise them within the child strategy meeting.

R

REFLECTION

Parents are now asked if they wish to contribute to ‘Child Death Reviews’ as a part of process. This is a chance for us to reflect and learn
as much as it is their chance to contribute. When making your contribution to a ‘Child Death Review’, consider how we can all better the child
death process.

P

PREVENTION

If things could have been done better or deaths could be prevented or
reduced through reflective learning, ensure this learning is shared.
Child protection and improving our services is everyone's responsibility.

Toolkit Contents
1)

Jade’s H.A.R.P. for Professionals in Social Care

2)

Jade’s H.A.R.P. for Professionals in the Police

3)

Jade’s H.A.R.P. for Professionals in Health

4)

Jade’s H.A.R.P. for Professionals in Child Death

Jade’s H.A.R.P.
A multi-agency tool kit for ensuring the right response
for parents is engaged when a sudden and unexpected
death occurs in infancy and childhood
This form can be downloaded to be used as an anonymised reflective toolkit to self review
your personal approach for child deaths. Please complete the form and reflect on your
thoughts within your supervision structure to review your practice. Child death is about making every child matter and every family experience thoughtful and professional.

Jade’s H.A.R.P. for Professionals in Social Care
H

HISTORY
Did we have the right history? Was
there anything we were missing? Did
you communicate this well with other
teams? Did everyone who needed to
know get informed?

A

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Have we considered the way each
family member was interacted with?
Have we considered the child’s wider
connections and if further actions
need to be undertaken?

R

REFLECTION
Was there anything further we could
do in the scope of our work? Have all
of the planned actions for social care
been completed? Is there any learning?

P

PREVENTION
Was there anything we could have
done differently? Do we need to
share team learning? DO we need to
share any preventative work with
CDOP or commissioning?

You’re truly one of a kind
As gentle as they come
As kind and as thoughtful
But just as fearless and strong
Jade, aged 14, A special child of Warwickshire

Jade’s H.A.R.P.
A multi-agency tool kit for ensuring the right response
for parents is engaged when a sudden and unexpected
death occurs in infancy and childhood
This form can be downloaded to be used as an anonymised reflective toolkit to self review
your personal approach for child deaths. Please complete the form and reflect on your
thoughts within your supervision structure to review your practice. Child death is about making every child matter and every family experience thoughtful and professional.

Jade’s H.A.R.P. for Professionals in Police
H

HISTORY
Did we have the right history? Was
there anything we were missing? Did
you communicate this well with other
teams? Did everyone who needed to
know get informed?

A

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Have we considered the way each
family member was interacted with?
Have we considered the child’s wider
connections and if further actions
need to be undertaken?

R

REFLECTION
Was there anything further we could
do in the scope of our work? Have all
of the planned actions for social care
been completed? Is there any learning?

P

PREVENTION
Was there anything we could have
done differently? Do we need to
share team learning? DO we need to
share any preventative work with
CDOP or commissioning?

In the hearts that you have warmed
In the frowns that you have raised
In the cloudy days you have made shine
In the path you have left behind
Jade, aged 14, A special child of Warwickshire

Jade’s H.A.R.P.
A multi-agency tool kit for ensuring the right response
for parents is engaged when a sudden and unexpected
death occurs in infancy and childhood
This form can be downloaded to be used as an anonymised reflective toolkit to self review
your personal approach for child deaths. Please complete the form and reflect on your
thoughts within your supervision structure to review your practice. Child death is about making every child matter and every family experience thoughtful and professional.

Jade’s H.A.R.P. for Professionals in Health
H

HISTORY
Did we have the right history? Was
there anything we were missing? Did
you communicate this well with other
teams? Did everyone who needed to
know get informed?

A

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Have we considered the way each
family member was interacted with?
Have we considered the child’s wider
connections and if further actions
need to be undertaken?

R

REFLECTION
Was there anything further we could do
in the scope of our work? Have all of
the planned actions for social care been
completed? Is there any learning?

P

PREVENTION
Was there anything we could have
done differently? Do we need to
share team learning? DO we need to
share any preventative work with
CDOP or commissioning?

With everyone you know
And everone you've touched
In all yesterdays and tomorrows
They remember you with love
Jade, aged 14, A special child of Warwickshire

Jade’s H.A.R.P.
A multi-agency tool kit for ensuring the right response
for parents is engaged when a sudden and unexpected
death occurs in infancy and childhood
This form can be downloaded to be used as an anonymised reflective toolkit to self review
your personal approach for child deaths. Please complete the form and reflect on your
thoughts within your supervision structure to review your practice. Child death is about making every child matter and every family experience thoughtful and professional.

Jade’s H.A.R.P. for Professionals in Child Death
H

HISTORY
Did we have the right history? Was
there anything we were missing? Did you
communicate this well with other teams?
Did everyone who needed to know get
informed?

A

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Have we considered the way each
family member was interacted with?
Have we considered the child’s wider
connections and if further actions
need to be undertaken?

R

REFLECTION
Was there anything further we could do
in the scope of our work? Have all of the
planned actions for social care been
completed? Is there any learning?

P

PREVENTION
Was there anything we could have done
differently? Do we need to
share team learning? DO we need to
share any preventative work with
CDOP or commissioning?

Love is your light, in a dark place
Courage is your power in a strange case
And the sun shines because you smile
But it also rains when you cry
Jade, aged 14, A special child of Warwickshire

